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Res--1: Scope / Purpose 

Enabling the description of processed archival materials is the primary function of the 
application.  The resource module will allow an archivist to record information about the 
intellectual and physical characteristics of archival materials, as well as its contextual 
information about creators and topics.   

The resource module can accommodate single items or aggregations of any complexity.  
The diagram below is a high-level illustration of a multi-level archival resource, of both 
the various levels within a multi-level resource and the digital object record(s) that may 
be linked to it.  The digital object module is described in the digital object specification.  
Note: digital object records may but are not required to link to resource records.  

 

The resource module is designed to support a range of descriptive situations, as hinted 
at in the illustration below. 



 

 

Finally, the resource module is designed to separate completely intellectual 
arrangement from physical arrangement.  Users of the application may manually 
enforce a relationship between intellectual and physical arrangement.  However, the 
application will not do so.   

 

Res--2: Record / template description 

The resource record requires completion of part of the basic description elements.  The 
resource record will support the addition of notes to amplify supplement the basic 
description, linked name and subject records, child records for describing component 
parts of an aggregation of materials, tracking of materials deaccessioned from the 
resource, and bibliographic information about the finding aid derivable from the resource 
description.   

Most of the descriptive elements and functions available at the primary or parent level 
are also available at the every component level.  The two main exceptions to this are 



 

the finding aid / bibliographic information and the deaccession sub-record, which are 
available only at the primary or parent level.   

Below is a list of the fields, sub-records, and linking options: 

Resource Parent Records 

 Basic Description 

o Resource Identifier (REQUIRED)   

o Level (Required) 

o Other Level  

o Title (Required) 

o Language (Required) 

o Container summary 

o Publish (Required) 

o Restrictions Apply (Required) 

o Repository Processing Note 

 Finding Aid / Bibliographic Information (only on resource parent record) 

o EAD Unique ID 

o EAD Location 

o Finding Aid Title 

o Finding Aid Filing Title 

o Finding Aid Date 

o Finding Aid Author(s) 

o Description Rules 

o Language(s) of Finding Aid 

o Sponsor Note 

o Edition Statement 



 

o Series Statement 

o Revision Date 

o Revision Description 

o Finding Aid Status 

o Finding Aid Note 

 Resource Component Record 

o Level (Required) 

o Other Level 

o Component Unique Identifier 

o Persistent ID (Required; automatically generated / updatable) 

o Title (Required if date sub-record not used) 

o Language code 

o Container summary 

o Publish (Required) 

o Restrictions Apply 

o Repository Processing Note 

 

System control data 

 Record Created Timestamp 

 Last Modified Timestamp 

 Record Created Staff Name 

 Last Modified Staff Name 

 

Sub-records 



 

 Date statements (Required for resource parent record and if title is not used for 
resource component record) 

 Extent statements (Required for resource parent record) 

 External documents 

 Notes 

 Instances 

 Containers 

 Deaccessions 

 

Linking options 

From accession record(s) 

From digital object records 

To digital object records 

To repository record (Required) 

To name record(s) 

To subject record(s) 

To collection management records 

 

Command functions (see also public user interface guidelines) 

 General 

o +1 (Plus One; saves the current record and then opens a new, empty 
record template) 

o Save (Writes data to disk, retaining state when command is entered) 

o Close (Closes record, returning to resource browse list.  If Save command 
was not entered prior to close, operator is asked if changes to record 
should be saved or not) 



 

o Transfer (Opens a dialogue in an open resource record by which one may 
select another resource and have all of its components transferred to the 
open resource record.  The “transferred” components will be appended to 
the bottom of the open resource records.  The resource record from which 
the components were transferred will remain as a resource record, but 
with no components records.)  

o Manage locations (opens the location picker, showing all available primary 
containers for the open resource record and all available locations, at 
which the a container may be placed, i.e,, located) 

o Rapid Data Entry function (see below) 

o Add child component (adds a component record one level down from the 
context point, i.e., the component record selected when Add Child 
command is entered) 

 Components 

o Add child component (adds a component record one level down from the 
context point, i.e., the component record selected when Add Child 
command is entered) 

o Add sibling component (adds a component record at the same level as the 
context point, location, i.e., the component record selected when Add 
Sibling command is entered) 

o Delete component (Deletes a selected component, and all components 
contained in the selected component).   

o Rapid Data Entry function (see below) 

 Navigation 

o First (to first record in browse list according to the current sorting of the 
browse list) 

o Previous (to first “previous” record in browse list as sorted)  

o Next (to first “next” record in browse list as sorted) 

o Last (to last record in browse list as sorted) 

[Actual records displayed are relative to how the browse list is sorted at 
the time the navigation command is entered.  The movement from one 
record to another should be reflected by changing the highlighted record in 



 

the browse to correspond to the record selected by the navigation 
command.] 

 Outputs 

o EAD (Opens a dialogue window for configuring and generating a schema 
valid EAD for the resource record and all related component records and 
linked records) 

o MARC (Opens a dialogue window for exporting a MARCXML valid record 
for the resource parent record only).   

o Container Labels (Opens a dialogue window for generating a list of 
container labels for the resource record and all of its components) 

o Reports (Opens a dialogue for generating a number of reports including 
an HTML encoded finding aid and a PDF finding aid) 

 

Hierarchical display 

An open resource or resource record shall always be complemented with a hierarchical 
display of the resource record and all of its component parts.  Such a display might 
resemble the following hierarchical representation of an archival resource: 



 

 
  

 There are several key properties / features required in this display: 
 

 The hierarchy itself is unlimited by depth or breadth.   

 The component in the hierarchy corresponding to the component displayed in the 
record template will be highlighted.  If the parent resource record is open (the 
default on first opening a resource record), the parent node in the hierarchy will 
be highlighted.  If a component of the resource record is open, the corresponding 
component node will be highlighted (see hierarchical display illustration above).  



 

 The displayed content for the parent node should be taken from the resource title 
element. 

 The displayed content for all component nodes should be taken from, in order of 
preference, 1) the component title element or 2) date sub-record  

 The date expression should be preferred over normalized dates when using the 
value from the date sub-record for display content of a component node (see 
date subrecord specification). 

 A repository should have the option to include container information in the 
hierarchical display.  This should be a repository setting, for which the default 
should be “False.”  If the setting is changed to “TRUE,” then for all hierarchical 
displays of that repository’s resource records, every resource / resource 
component record linked to a container sub-record will have the container type 
and container identifier added to the end of the node in the hierarchical display 
For example: 

o MSS 0193: Ben Yellen Papers, 

 Yellowsheets 

 Undated [Box 1, Folder 1] 

 1959 [Box 1, Folder 2] 

 1960 [Box 1, Folder 3] 

 1961 [Box 1, Folder 4] 

 …… 

 Farm Workers 

 Correspondence [Boxes 2-4] 

 …… 

 Nodes containing components should be represented differently than nodes not 
containing components (e.g., a folder for the former and a bullet for the latter) 

 All nodes containing components should be capable of being expanded to show 
their components or contracted to conceal their components 

 Indention should be used to represent parent/child subordinate relationships 

Comment [WB1]: This element is not defined in 
the repository record as of yet.   



 

 The hierarchy may be modified using a drag and drop process: 

o A component (and all components contained within it) may be moved to 
another position among its sibling components.  For example, in the 
illustration above, staff users should have the ability to move the 
component titled “Letters to the Editor” and all components it contains to a 
position above the component titled “Yellowsheets” and all the 
components it contains (i.e., different sequence position within same 
parent context).  

o A component (and all components it contains) may be moved from one 
context to another context.  For example, the component titled 
“Correspondence” (and all the components it contains) contained in the 
component titled “Farm Workers” should be capable of being moved to 
become a component within the component titled “Yellowsheets and 
Letters to the Editor”, (i.e., same level but different parent context). 

o A component (and all components it contains) may be promoted to a 
higher level in the hierarchy. For example, the component titled “Lawsuits” 
(and all of its components) should be capable of being elevated to be on 
the same level as the components titled “Yellowsheets…” and “Farm 
Workers”  (i.e., elevate one or more levels higher in the hierarchy.   

o A component (and all components it contains) may be demoted to a lower 
level in the hierarchy.  For example, the component titled “Medical Issues” 
(and all the components it contains) should be capable of being moved to 
within the component titled “Farm Workers” (i.e., moved one or more 
levels lower in the hierarchy. 

o There is no expectation that component unique identifiers or container 
numerations will be updated as a result of modifying a resource hierarchy.   

 

Content publication 

For any resource in a repository’s collection of resources, the application’s default 
setting is to “publish” the resource and all linked components and notes, unless 
otherwise indicated.  However, a repository may choose to change the default setting to 
not publish at several points within a resource description object by changing the value 
of the Publish element to “False.”  The result will be as follows for 



 

 Resource Parent Record:  will suppress the entire resource record and all of its 
components and sub-records.  The resource record will not appear in the public 
browse list for resources, nor will it appear in public search results.     

 Resource Component Record:  will suppress the component and all components 
it contains, including all notes and sub-records belonging to the component and 
to the components it contains.  The component record will not appear in the 
public hierarchical display of the resource description; nor will it appear in public 
browse lists or search results.  It will either be suppressed from EAD exports or 
exported with the EAD audience attribute set to “internal.”     

 Resource / Resource Component Note Record:  will suppress each note for 
which the Publish element is marked “False.”  The note will not appear in public 
versions of the resource description. It will either be suppressed from EAD 
exports or exported with the EAD audience attribute set to “internal.”       

 

Res--3: Listing resource records 

According to their permissions, users will be able to list all resources for a repository, a 
group of repositories, or all repositories within a single application instance.  The default 
list will be composed of the following data elements, from left to right: 

 Repository short name (read from linked repository record) 

 Resource title 

 Resource identifier 

 Resource primary date 

 Resource primary extent 

Users will have the option to reconfigure the browse list in two ways:  1) Adding / 
removing elements to/from the browse list or 2) changing the left to right sequence of 
the elements.    

All data elements selected for the browse list will be sortable, and the browse list as a 
whole will support primary and secondary sorting. 

The browse list will also have an associated dynamic filter function, allowing the user to 
narrow the browse list records corresponding to values entered into the filter.  

The browse screen will also have the following right-click functions 



 

 New (for creating a new record) 

 Edit (for opening a selected record) 

 Delete (for deleting a selected record) 

 Search (for opening search editor for resources) 

 List all (for listing all the records in the digital object module) 

 List selected (for narrowing the browse list to selected, contiguous or non-
contiguous, records) 

 Omit selected (for removing from the browse list selected, contiguous or non-
contiguous, records) 

 Assign persistent IDs.  Each node in the resource record will have assigned an 
internally unique reference ID, which is to be used for linking and indexing within 
the resource record and its exported EAD and HTML formats.  The reference IDs 
can also be used to support harvesting of descriptions.   

Finally the browse list will include the following functions, which are contextual to the 
module in which an user is working: 

 Search (opens a search editor for the resource module) 

 List All (displays all resource records for which a user has permission to see) 

 New Record (opens a blank resource record template) 

 Reports (opens the report generator for the resource record) 

 Delete (deletes one or more, contiguous or non-contiguous, resource records; 
requires asking user if s/he is certain of delete action) 

 Merge (allows a user to merge all the components from one resource record 
(source) to another resource record (target).  After the components are merged, 
the parent for the source resource record is deleted.) 

 Export EAD (generate EAD document(s) for one or more selected resource(s)) 

 Export MARC (generate MARCXML document(s) for one or more selected 
resource(s)) 

 



 

Res—4: Creating / editing / deleting resource records 

Resource records 

A user with appropriate permissions will be able to create, edit, and delete resource 
records.   

To create a resource record, the user will click on the New Record option or the right-
click New option, either of which will open an empty resource record template.   

To open a resource record for editing, the user will either double click on a resource 
record in the browse list or highlight the resource record and then click on the right-click 
Edit option.   

To delete a resource record, the user will select one or more resource records in the 
browse list and then click on the Delete option or right click on the Delete option, which 
will request the user to confirm the intention to delete the record(s).   

Resource component records 

Resource component records can only be added to or removed from an open resource 
record.   

To add a resource component record, the user will select the Add Child or Add Sibling 
option.  If the user choses to add a child record, the record will be inserted one level 
down from the context pointer in the hierarchical display.  If there are already child 
records at that level, the new child record will be inserted at the end of the list of the 
child records.  If the user opts to add a sibling record, the record will be inserted at the 
same level as the context pointer in the hierarchical display but at the end of all records 
at that level.  In either case, the choice to add a child or sibling record will cause a blank 
resource component record to appear in the edit portion of the screen.   

To delete a resource component record, the user will highlight a node in the hierarchical 
display and then click on the Delete Component option.  The user will be asked to 
confirm the delete request.  If confirmed the selected resource component and all 
resource components contained by it will be deleted and will be removed from the 
hierarchical display for the resource.   

Should the user chose to delete the parent node or component, the entire digital object 
record will be deleted and the application will revert to the display list for the resource 
records, omitting the just deleted record.   

 

Res--5: Resource sub-records 



 

Resource records and resource component records may be linked to the following sub-
records: 

 Container records (Required if an Instance sub-record is used) 

 Date records (Required for a parent resource record or if title element is not 
used in a resource component record) 

 Deaccession records (optional) 

 Extent records (Required for a parent resource record; optional for resource 
component record) 

 External documents 

 Instance records (optional) 

 Notes (optional) 

Sub-records for dates, extents, and deaccessions are described in their own 
specification.  Creating these sub-records should function consistently in all pertinent 
record contexts. 

Sub-records for instances, containers, and notes are described more fully below in this 
section.   

Instances 

Declaring instances is an optional technique for repurposing descriptions in a resource 
record and for connecting descriptions to containers, which can then be linked to 
locations.  First, the instance declaration allows a user to indicate that the material(s) 
described exist in one or more physical formats.  For example, a letter from Thomas 
Jefferson may exist as paper artifact, a microfilm, and a digitized representation—three 
different states for the same material described.   

Second, the instance statement will either trigger the opening of a 1) container record, 
that can then be associated to a “shelf” location; 2) a digital object record inheriting 
specified data elements from the resource / resource component record from which the 
digital object was spawned; or 3) a digital object picker for linking to a digital object 
record already existing for the described material.   

The default list of instance types is as follows, which is based on the MODS list of 
resource types: 

 Audio 



 

 Books 

 Computer disks / tapes 

 Digital object 

 Digital object link 

 Graphic Materials 

 Maps 

 Microform 

 Mixed materials 

 Moving images 

 Realia  

 Text 

With the exception of the values for “Digital object” and “Digital object link,” the list 
should be completely configurable. 

The value for “Digital object” should spawn a digital object record that inherits data from 
the open resource record or resource component from which the Digital Object instance 
was declared.  The specification for this data inheritance is described in section DO-7 of 
the Digital Object Specification.  

The value for “Digital object link” should open a Digital object picker, which should be 
similar to the name, subject, and resource record pickers.  In the context of an open 
resource / resource component record, the digital object record should only display 
digital objects that are not already linked to a resource / resource component record.  
The Digital Object Picker will include a filter for narrowing the list to the values entered 
into the filter.  It will also include a Link button for indicating the selected digital objects 
are to be linked to the open resource / resource component record.  And the picker will 
include a Close Window function, for closing the digital object picker and returning to the 
open resource / resource component record.   

All instances declared for a resource / resource component record will be displayed in 
the instance display list within the resource / resource component record.   

The display will consist of two elements:   



 

 Instance type: indicating the instance name / type asserted, (e.g., “Mixed 
materials”) 

 Instance label: 1) Digital object title / date if the instance is a digital object, or 2) 
Container 1 / Container 2 / Container 3 type / indicator information, if the instance 
is for analogue material(s).  

Each data element, or column, should be capable of being sorted.   

Double-clicking on an instance in the list of instances will open the corresponding digital 
object record or container record.  

 

Containers 

Whenever an instance type other than “Digital object” or “Digital object link” is selected 
and accepted, the application will open a container sub-record.  The container record is 
for providing information about the container in which the described materials is housed.  
That information consists of container type and enumeration information for up to three-
nested containers (e.g., box, folder, item).  The information recorded for the primary 
container is then used to associate the container with a location specified in a location 
record (e.g., container 1 is on shelf 14).   

The following elements comprise the Container sub-record template 

 Container 1 Type (Required) 

 Container 1 Indicator (Required) 

 Container 1 Barcode 

 Container 2 Type 

 Container 2 Indicator 

 Container 3 Type 

 Container 3 Indicator 

Location Link (Displays the link between the location and the container records after 
it has been established using the Location Manager tool.) 

Functions: 



 

 Save (records a valid container record, making it available for linking to a 
location. Returns user to open resource / resource component record. The 
new instance will be listed in the list of instances.  ) 

 +1 (records a valid container record, and opens a new blank container record) 

 Cancel (closes the open container record without recording any data in it.  
Returns user to open resource / resource container record.  The instance 
assertion that triggered the container record is not recorded in the list of 
instances.) 

 Navigation:  

o First (goes to and opens the first instance in the list of instances for the 
context resource / resource component record) 

o Previous (goes to and opens the first previous instance in the list of 
instances for the context resource / resource component record) 

o Next (goes to and opens the next instance in the list of instance for the 
context resource / resource component record) 

o Last (goes to the last and opens the last instance in the list of instance 
for the context resource / resource component record).  

Note: in all cases, the navigation is limited to the instances specified 
for the immediate context resource / resource component record.  
Other instances associated with another resource component record in 
the same resource are not accessible via this navigation tool.   

 

Notes  

As with digital objects, the bulk of description for a resource is accomplished via the 
many notes that can be linked to a resource or resource component record.     

The following note types will be supported for linking to resource / resource component 
records: 

1. Abstract* 
2. Accruals 
3. Appraisal 
4. Arrangement 
5. Bibliography 
6. Biographical / Historical  



 

7. Conditions Governing Access 
8. Conditions Governing Use 
9. Custodial History 
10. Dimensions 
11. Existence and Location of Copies 
12. Existence and Location of Originals 
13. File Plan 
14. General 
15. General Physical Description* 
16. Immediate Source of Acquisition 
17. Index 
18. Language of Materials* 
19. Legal Status 
20. Location* 
21. Materials Specific Details*  
22. Other Finding Aids 
23. Physical Characteristics and Technical Requirements 
24. Physical Facet* 
25. Preferred Citation 
26. Processing Information 
27. Related Archival Materials 
28. Scope and Contents 
29. Separated Materials 

(*Not enabled for multi-part structure.) 

Each recorded note consists of the following elements: 

Note type:   the stored name of the note type. The note type name is 
derived from the EAD specification.   

Note label:  a user provided label for the note.  The user defined label is 
mapped to the <head> element for notes in EAD outputs and 
to the display label attribute for notes in MODS outputs.   

Note content:   for recording the body of a note or part of a note 

Publish:   for indicating if the note is to be published or not.  A note that 
is indicated not to be published will still be capable of being 
included in an EAD export but it will be have the EAD 
audience attribute encoded for “internal only.”  The default 
setting is “True”   

Multi-part: for indicating if the note is a simple or multi-part note.  Most 
of the 29 available notes can be of either kind.  However, 
some notes cannot support multi-parts.  The default setting 
is “False.”   



 

Part type: for indicating the type of the note part (i.e., chronology) and 
opening the appropriate record template for the note part 

Persistent ID: A unique and automatically generated / updatable ID 
assigned to each note linked to a resource or resource 
component.  The ID can be used to link an index item to, as 
an example of the ID’s utility.  The ID must be unique within 
the context of a given resource description.   

Note sequence:   for indicating the sequential relationship of parts of a multi-
part note.  The sequence is set by the user using the drag 
and drop function.  When saved, the sequence values for the 
note parts are automatically added or updated.   

There are no constraints on the use of notes in the resource module.  No note is 
required by the application; however, some notes may be required by the descriptive 
rules used.  Also, each resource record or resource component record may contain 0 to 
many occurrences of each note type.  And, where multi-parts are permitted, each note 
may contain 0 to many occurrences of each note part type, in a sequence stipulated by 
the operator.   

Listing Notes 

Notes will be listed in the resource / resource component record.  The list will include 
from left to right: 

 Note type (Required) 

 Publish (Required) 

 Note label (if used) 

 Note content (Required; only the first 25 characters thereof is listed in the 
resource / resource component record display of notes.  The complete content of 
a given note is displayed by opening the individual note.) 

The columns WILL NOT support sorting.  However, a user will be able to modify the 
vertical sequence of the notes, using a drag and drop technique.   

 

Creating and Deleting Notes 

The list will be accompanied with two command buttons. 



 

One button will be for selecting the note type to be linked to the resource or resource 
component record.  Clicking on that button will display the list of the 29 note types 
supported.  The user will select a note type and the basic note record template will 
open.   

The note record template will include: 

 Checkbox for indicating if note is to be published or not.  The default is “True.” 

 Checkbox for indicating if note is a multi-part note or not.  The default is “False.” 

 A note type field indicating the note type the user initially selected.  This user 
should have the opportunity to change the note type at any time.   

 A note label field for recording a label to be preferred over the note type.   

 A note content field for recording the content of the note.  The note content will 
be capable of supporting mixed content, (i.e., tagged elements).   

The note record template will also include: 

 Save button / function: for saving the recorded note and linking it to the resource 
/ resource component record 

 Cancel button / function: for canceling the recorded note or edits made to a 
previously recorded note.  When the Cancel function is selected, the user will be 
notified that all additions to the record will be lost and will be requested to confirm 
the request.  If the user is canceling a new record, the record template will close 
and the record will not be added to the list of notes linked to the resource or 
resource component record.  If the user is canceling edits to a note already 
linked to a resource or resource component record, only the edits made since the 
last Save command will be canceled.  The note will still be listed as being linked 
to the resource / resource component record.   

 Navigation buttons / functions for moving to the first, previous, next, and last note 
in a sequence of notes.  The context for the navigation buttons are the notes 
linked to a particular resource or resource component note.  The navigation 
buttons are not active for a note until it has been saved for the first time and 
linked to a resource or resource component record.   

The other command button associated with the list of notes will be for removing a note.  
The user will be able to highlight one or more notes in the list of notes (the selected 
items need not be contiguous within in the list of notes) and then select the “Remove 
Note” function.  The user will be requested to confirm the request.  If confirmed, the 



 

notes will be deleted and the selected notes will no longer appear in the list of notes 
linked to the resource or resource component record.   

Multi-part notes: 

Multi-part notes are provided to support the structured notes in the EAD specification.  
The following descriptions are for the multi-part note structures to be supported in the 
application.  Each description indicates how the note or note part is invoked, basic 
properties of the structure, and import / export processes for the structure.   

Bibliography note 

The bibliography note consists of four elements:  bibliography title (1 per note), 
bibliography summary or description (1 per note), bibliography items (1 to many per 
note), and sequence indicators (provided by the application and reflecting the sequence 
prescribed by the user using the drag and drop function)  In EAD terms, the bibliography 
note corresponds to <bibliography>, the title to <head>, and the item to <bibref>.  The 
sequence indicator does not map to an EAD element.   

<bibliography> 
      <head></head> 
     <bibref></bibref> 
</bibliography> 

For any one bibliography note, there may be only one title, but there may be any 
number of items.  Any one item may have only one sequence value.  In addition, for any 
one bibliography note, at least one bibliographic item is required.  Titles for 
bibliographies are not required.   

Bibliography notes, as opposed to bibliographic items in bibliography notes, may be 
sequenced as well, using the drag and drop tool to position the bibliography note within 
a list of notes.   

Bibliography notes may not be nested inside one another.   

In outputs of the bibliography note, the title will always come first, followed by the note 
and then by the list of items in their specified order.     

 

Bibliography note:  

 Bibliography title 

 Bibliography note content 



 

 Publish (Required, default setting = “True”) 

 Persistent ID 

 Bibliography Note Sequence Order (Required, set automatically) 

 Bibliography Item (sub-record) 

o Bibliography item (Required) 

o Bibliography item sequence order (Required, set automatically) 

 

Correspondence to EAD schema: 

Application EAD 

Bibliography note <bibliography> 

Bibliography title <head> 

Bibliography note content <p> 

Bibliography item <bibref> 

 

An example of a bibliography might be: 

Title:  Bibliography 

Description: Sources consulted by John Kobler 

Item 1: <title>Affiches americaines</title>. San Domingo: Imprimerie 
royalde du Cap, 1782. Nos. 30, 35. 

Item 2: <persname>Bellegarde, Dantes</persname>. <title>Dessalines a 
parle</title>.  Port-au-Prince, 1948. Chap. IV: pp. 47-54. 

[and so on] 

Exported to EAD, the example would appear as: 

<bibliography> 
     <head>Bibliography</head> 
     <p>Sources consulted by John Kobler</p> 
    <bibref><title>Affiches americaines</title>. San Domingo: Imprimerie royale 



 

du Cap, 1782. Nos. 30, 35.</bibref> 
   <bibref><persname>Bellegarde, Dantes</persname>. <title>Dessalines a 
parle</title>.  Port-au-Prince, 1948. Chap. IV: pp. 47-54.</bibref> 
    …. 
</bibliography> 

[Note: the <title> encoding is to be accomplished using the Wrap and Tag tool 
described below.] 

In EAD, the <bibliography> tag may contain entities other than bibliographic references, 
such as chronology lists, notes, tables, and even titles.  And the <bibref> tag may 
include tags such as <bibseries>, <corpname>, <edition>, etc.  To appear in EAD, such 
entities must be manually encoded and stored as mixed content in the application 
bibliography and bibliography item elements.   

Because legacy EADs will likely include <bibliography> elements containing a wide 
range of data types, the following principles will be followed when importing EADs into 
the application:   

 Nested <bibliography> elements will be flattened into sequenced bibliography 
notes.  In the flattened sequence, a parent or containing <bibliography> shall 
precede a child or contained <bibliography>. 

 

 Data elements encoded in a <bibref> will be mapped to the bibliography item.  
Any tags occurring within a <bibref> will be ingested and stored as mixed 
content in the bibliography item.   

 

 For ingested <bibref>s, the sequence of the <bibref>s in the source document 
will be replicated.  That is, the first <bibref> will be assigned the sequence 
value of 1.  The second <bibref> will be assigned the sequence value of 2.  
And so forth.  A user will be able to use the drag and drop function to modify 
the sequence of items after the EAD has been imported into the application. 

 

 Data encoded in a <head> inside of a <bibliography> will be mapped to the 
bibliography title element.  If there is no <head> inside a <bibliography>, then 
the bibliography title element will be null.   

 

 Data inside a <bibliography> that is not contained in a <head> or a <bibref> 
will be mapped to the bibliography note element.  All data elements or tags 
will be ingested and stored as mixed content.  Paragraph delimiters or <p>s 
will be ingested as line breaks.   

 



 

Index 

The index note is structured and behaves similarly to the bibliography. However, it 
serves to facilitate linking of data elements within a given resource description.  The 
index note record template is comprised of an Index Title element, an Index Note 
content element, a persistent ID (automatically assigned), and a list of one or more 
Index Items.  The index note template includes a Save button, Cancel button, Publish 
button, and Navigation buttons.  There is also an Add Item button and Remove Item 
button for managing the items comprising the index.  The context for the navigation 
buttons is the notes linked to the resource / resource component record to which the 
index note is being linked.  The list of index items is not sortable, but the sequence of 
items can be modified using the drag and drop function.  Finally, the Wrap in Tag 
function is associated with the Index Note Content element.     

The index item template, invoked from the index template, is comprised of an Item 
Value field, Item Type field, Reference pull down listing all index locations in the 
resource description to which the Index notes is being attached, and a reference text 
field.  There are also in the template Navigation buttons, a Cancel button, a Save 
button, and a Plus One (+1) button.  The context for the Navigation buttons are the 
index items associated with the index note.   

Also, there are two sequence values that are automatically applied to Index notes.  One 
is the sequence value assigned to position of the Index note within the set of notes 
linked to the resource / resource component record and the other is the sequence value 
assigned to the specific index item within a list of index items.   

For an index note to be created and linked to a resource / resource component record, 
the index note must contain at least one index item.  And every index item must contain 
an index value and an index type.   

Index note 

 Index note title 

 Index note content 

 Publish (Required) 

 Index note sequence (Required) 

 Persistent ID 

 Index Item (Sub-record) 

o Item value (Required) 



 

o Item type (Required) 

o Index Item Sequence (Required) 

o Index Reference 

o Index Reference text 

An example of an index note might appear as:   

Title:   Photographer Index 

Index Note: Names of photographers and studios represented in the 
collection are indexed here. 

Index Entry 1:  

Name   12th Air Force Photo 
Reference  LOT13105 

 

Index Entry 2: 

Name   A. L. Adams 
Reference  LOT13076 

 

Index Entry 3:  

Name:   Agricultural Adjustment Agency 
Reference: LOT13121 

Correspondence to EAD schema:   

Application EAD 

Index note <index> 

Index title <head> 

Index note content <p> 

  

Index item <indexentry> 



 

Item value Content for item type 

Item type <name>, <corpname>, <famname>, 
<persname>, <subject>, <function>, 
<genreform>, <geographicname>, 
<occupation>, <title>  

Reference <ref target=” “> 

Reference note <ref> 

 

The index note corresponds to the <index> tag in EAD, while the name element 
corresponds to the <name> tag in the <indexentry> tag and the reference element 
corresponds to the <ref> tag in the <indexentry> tag.  The title corresponds to the 
<head> tag for the <index> tag.  There is no EAD tag corresponding to the sequence 
values for the index note and the index entry.   

Any additional data elements within the index note, other than those provided for it, that 
a repository wishes to be expressed in the EAD output must be manually encoded and 
stored as mixed content.   

An EAD output of the index example above might appear as: 

<index> 
<head>Photographer Index</head> 
<p>Names of photographers and studios represented in the collection are 
indexed here.</p> 

<indexentry> 
<name>12th Air Force Photo</name> 
<ref target="LOT13105">LOT 13105</ref> 
</indexentry> 

<indexentry> 
<name>A. L. Adams</name> 
<ref target="LOT13076">LOT 13076</ref> 
</indexentry> 

<indexentry> 
<name>Agricultural Adjustment Agency</name> 
<ref target="LOT13121">LOT 13121</ref> 
</indexentry> 



 

</index> 

Like the <bibliography> tag in imported finding aid, the <index> and tags in the 
<indexentry> tag may include other tags.  Thus the following principle should guide the 
importing of <index> elements into the application: 

 Nested <index> elements will be flattened into a sequence of index notes 
upon import into the application.  In the flattened sequence, a parent or 
containing <index> shall precede a child or contained <index>. 

 

 Data present in a type tag or <ref> tag in an <indexentry> tag will be mapped 
to the item value or reference element in the application.  Any tags occurring 
within a type tag in an <indexentry> will be ingested and stored as mixed 
content in the item value field.   

 

 For ingested <indexentry>s, the sequence of the < indexentry >s in the 
source document will be replicated.  That is, the first < indexentry > will be 
assigned the sequence value of 1.  The second < indexentry > will be 
assigned the sequence value of 2.  And so forth.  The sequence can be 
modified using the drag and drop function once the index entries are ingested 
into the application. 

 

 Data encoded in a <head> inside of an <index> will be mapped to the index 
title element.  If there is no <head> inside an <index>, then the index title 
element will be null.   

 

 Data inside an <index> tag that is not contained in a <head> or a < indexentry 
> will be mapped to the index note element.  All data elements or tags will be 
ingested and stored as mixed content.  Paragraph delimiters or <p>s will be 
ingested as line breaks.   

 

Chronology 

Unlike the bibliography and index notes, the chronology note part is not an 
independent note; it (and the list notes described below) is a note part that can be 
added to all multi-part notes such as biographical / historical or scope and content 
notes.  The note is used to provide a list of dates and corresponding events for each 
date.   

There are three templates for the chronology note.  The first, invoked from a multi-part 
note, is for the chronology note.  It is comprised of a title and a display list of chronology 



 

items.  The template also includes buttons for adding and removing chronology items, a 
Save button and a Cancel button.  There is also a set of navigation buttons, for which 
the context are all the parts making up the multi-part note.  There is no Publish element 
associated with the Chronology note, since the Chronology is part of a note and will be 
governed by the Publish element of that note.   

The second is for the chronology item.  It contains a field for an event date and a list of 
events corresponding to the date.  The template also includes buttons for adding and 
removing event descriptions, a save button, a cancel button, and a plus one button.  
There are also navigation buttons, which will allow a user to browse the date items.   

The third is for the event description.  It consists of a field for describing an event.  The 
template also includes a save button, a plus one button, a cancel button and navigation 
buttons.  The context for the navigation buttons are all the events assigned to one 
chronology date.   

The list display in all three templates is not sortable, but the sequence of items in each 
list can be modified using the drag and drop tool.  

There are assigned sequence values for the chronology note, the chronology item, and 
the chronology event.  The sequencing is based on the sequence the user establishes 
for the parts of a multi-part note (chronology note), chronology dates (chronology item), 
and event descriptions (chronology event).   

To create a chronology note part in the application, the operator must create at least 
one chronology item date and chronology item date-event pair.  However, two or more 
event elements may occur with each date element.  A title for the chronology is not 
required.   

 

Chronology note part: 

 Chronology note title 

 Chronology note content 

 Cnronology note part sequence (Required) 

 Chronology item (sub-record) 

o Chronology date (Required) 

o Chronology item sequence (Required) 



 

o Chronology event (sub-record) 

 Chronology event description (Required) 

 Chronology even sequence (Required) 

 

Correspondence to EAD schema 

Application EAD 

Chronology note record <chronlist> 

Chronology note title <head> 

Chronology note content <p> 

Chronology item sub-record  <chronitem> 

Chronology date <date> 

Chronology event sub-record <event> 

Chronology event description Content of <event> 

 

A example of a chronology note in the application might appear as: 

Chronology Title    Academic Degrees 

Chronology Note Content Mr. Jessop earned several academic 
degrees during his life time 

Chronology Item 1 

Date      June 1958 

Event 1 Graduate from Clark Summit High 
School 

Chronology Item 2 

Date      December 1964 



 

Event 1 Completed BA in Fine Arts, 
specialization in ceramics, at Alfred 
Technical College 

Chronology Item 3 

Date      June 1968 

Event 1 Received MFA in ceramics from 
California State College, San Luis 
Obispo.   

Event 2 Received MPhil in Metaphysics from 
UC, Santa Barbara 

 

An EAD encoding of the example above would appear as: 

<chronlist> 

<head>Academic Degrees</head> 

<p>Mr. Jessop earned several academic degrees during his life time<p> 

<chronitem> 

<date>June 1958</date> 

<event>Graduate from Clark Summit High School</event> 

</chronitem> 

<chronitem> 

<date>December 1964</date> 

<event>Completed BA in Fine Arts, specialization in ceramics, at 
Alfred Technical College</event> 

</chronitem> 

<chronitem> 

<date>June 1968</date> 

<eventgrp> 



 

<event>Received MFA in ceramics from California State College, 
San Luis Obispo</event> 

<event>Received MPhil in Metaphysics from UC, Santa 
Barbara</event> 

</eventgrp> 

</chronitem> 

</chronlist>   

 

The guidelines for ingesting chronology note parts from source EADs are: 

 Data present in a <date> or <event> tag will be mapped to the chronology 
date and chronology event elements.  Any tags occurring with <date> or 
<event> will be ingested and stored as mixed content in those elements.  
When an <eventgrp> is present, the content of the <event> tags in the 
<eventgrp> will map to the corresponding number of event elements 
associated with the same date element.  The sequence of the event 
elements will be assigned according to their order in the source document.   
 

 <chronitem>s in the source document will be ingested and assigned a 
sequence according to their order in the source document.   
 

 Data contained in the <head> will be mapped to the chronology title 
element.  If no <head> occurs in the <chronlist>, then the chronology note 
title element will be null.   

 

Lists:  Ordered and Defined 

The fourth structured note supported in application is the generic list note.  Like the 
chronology note, this is a part of a multi-part notes and not an independent note type.   

When adding a list to a multi-part note the user will have the option to choose between 
an ordered list and a defined list.  An ordered list is a set of items in a prescribed 
sequence.  When the list type is ordered only a List note item occurs or can be 
completed.  In contrast, a define list is a list in which each item is comprised of a pair of 
elements, a label that holds a term or abbreviation and an item that explains or defines 
the value in the label.  In a defined list both the list note item label and the list note item 
must be present.   

Ordered List 



 

The ordered list note part can be added to any multi-part note in the application.  The 
ordered list note part is comprised of two templates.  The first includes fields for 
indicating the title, type of numeration for the ordered list, and information about the list 
itself.  It also includes a list for all the items added to the list.  Buttons for adding and 
removing items are present, as are buttons for saving, canceling, and navigating among 
the other parts of the multi-part list, to which the ordered list is linked.  The choices for 
enumeration are: arabic, loweralpha, upperalpha, lowerroman, upperroman, and null.   

The second template is for indicating the items comprising an ordered list.  It consists of 
a field for describing the item.  It also includes a save, cancel, plus one, and navigation 
buttons.  The context for the navigation buttons are all the items for the ordered list.  
The Wrap in Tag function is also available for encoding, if wanted, parts of the item 
description.   

As with other notes and note parts, there is a sequence value for ordered list note part 
among other note parts for a given note and a sequence value for the items in the 
ordered list.  Both sequence values are set according to the sequence the user 
establishes, using the drag and drop function, for the parts of a multi-part note and for 
the items in the ordered list.   

To create an ordered list note part and add it to a multi-part note, the user must create 
at least one Ordered List Note Item.  The Ordered List Note Title, Ordered List Note 
Numeration, and Ordered List Note Content fields are not required for the ordered list 
note part.   

Ordered list note part: 

 Ordered List Note Title 

 Ordered List Note Numeration 

 Ordered List Note Content 

 Ordered List Note Sequence Order (Required, set automatically) 

 Ordered List Note Item (Required) 

 Ordered List Note Item Sequence Order (Required, set automatically) 

 

Correspondence to EAD schema: 

Application EAD 



 

Ordered list <list type=”ordered> 

Ordered list note title <head> 

Ordered note numeration <list numeration=”arabic”> 

Ordered list note content <p> 

Ordered list note item <item> 

Ordered list note item value Item content 

 

Here is what an ordered list might look like in the application:   

 

Ordered List Note Title    Kinds of Inshore Fish 

Ordered List Note Numeration    Arabic 

Ordered List Note Content    This taxonomy was created by  
        SIO graduate students in 1926 

Ordered List Note Item    Barred perch 

Ordered List Note Item    Corbina 

Ordered List Note Item    Leopard Shark 

Ordered List Note Item    White croaker 

 

And the output to EAD might appear as: 

<list type=”ordered” numeration=”arabic”> 

<head>Kinds of Inshore Fish</head> 

<p> This taxonomy was created by SIO graduate students in 1926.</p> 

<item>Barred perch</item> 

<item>Corbina</item> 

<item>Leopard Shark</item> 



 

<item>White croaker</item> 

</list> 

 

Defined List 

The defined list is very similar to the ordered list.  Like the ordered list, the defined list 
can be a part of any multi-part list, and it is supported by two templates, the second 
invoked from the first.   

The first template is comprised of a title element and a list of the items constituting the 
list.  It also includes buttons for adding and removing items from the list, as well as 
buttons for saving, canceling, and navigating to other parts of the multi-part note.  

The second template, for adding items to the defined list, is comprised of a label 
element and an item element.  The template also includes save, plus one, cancel and 
navigation buttons.  The context for the navigation buttons are the items recorded for 
the defined list.  The Wrap in Tag function is also present in the template and is used for 
encoding content in the item element.  The label value does not support encoding of the 
recorded value.   

As with other notes and note parts, there is a sequence value for the defined list note 
part among other note parts for a given note and a sequence value for the items in the 
defined list.  Both sequence values are set according to the sequence the user 
establishes, using the drag and drop function, for the parts of a multi-part note and for 
the items in the ordered list.   

To create a defined list note part and add it to a multi-part note, the user must create at 
least one defined list label / item pair.  The Defined List Note Title and Defined List Note 
Content fields are not required for the defined list note part.   

 

Defined list note part: 

 Defined list title 

 Defined list note content 

 Defined List Note Sequence Order (Required, set automatically) 

 Defined list label (Required) 

 Defined list item (Required) 



 

 Defined List Note Item Sequence Order (Required, set automatically) 

 

Correspondence to EAD schema: 

Application EAD 

Defined list <list type=”deflist”> 

Defined list title <head> 

Defined list content <p> 

Defined list label / item pair <defitem> 

Defined list label <label> 

Defined list item <item> 

 

And here is an example of how a defined list might appear in the application:   

List Note Title    Library Codes and Departments 

List Note A list of the library’s departments and 
mail codes 

List Note Label    034G 

List Note Item    Acquisitions 

 

List Note Label    4365 

List Note Item    Cataloging 

  

List Note Label    9901 

List Note Item    Preservation 

 

List Note Label    4001 



 

List Note Item    Reference 

 

Exported to the EAD, the example should be encoded as:  

<list type=”deflist”> 

<head>Library Codes and Departments</head> 

<p> A list of the library’s departments and mail codes</p> 

<defitem> 

<label>034G</label> 

<item>Acquisitions</item> 

</defitem> 

<defitem> 

<label>4365</label> 

<item>Cataloging</item> 

</defitem> 

<defitem> 

<label>9901</label> 

<item>Preservation</item> 

</defitem> 

<defitem> 

<label>4001</label> 

<item>Reference</item> 

</defitem> 

</list> 

The following guidelines should be followed with importing ordered and defined lists 
from source EADs into the application:   



 

 Lists of the type “simple” or “marked” should be ingested as “ordered” with the 
list note numeration set to null.   
 

 Items in lists of any type should be ingested and have a sequenced 
established for them corresponding to their sequence in the source 
document.  
 

 For defined lists, content in the <item> tag will map to the List note item 
element, while content in the <label> tag will map to the List note item label 
element.  Any tags inside an <item> tag or <label> tag will be ingested and 
stored as mixed content in the targeted element.   
 

 Content in the <head> tag inside the <list> will map to the List note title 
element.   
 

 Content in the <list> tag that is not part of the <head> or <defitem> parts will 
be mapped to the <p> element within <list>.  Any tagged content will be 
imported and stored as mixed content.  

 

Res--6: Linking Resource Records 

Required links: 

A resource record must be linked to only one repository record.  All sub-records linked 
to a resource record are associated to the same repository.  The link to the repository 
record should be capable of being changed in the resource record.  Thus, changing the 
association of the repository record will change the repository associate for all sub-
records (but not for linked records such as names and subjects).   

A resource record must be linked to at least one extent sub-record 

A resource record must be linked to at least one date sub-record 

 

Optional links: 

A resource record may be linked to-from one or more accession records.  The linked 
accession records will display in the basic description pane of a resource record.  
However, setting and removing a link between an accession record and resource record 
requires it be done from the context of that accession record.  Resource component 
records may not be linked to-from accession records.   

A resource record may be linked to zero-to-many deaccession sub-records.  Resource 
component records may not be linked to deaccession sub-records.   



 

A resource / resource component record may be linked to zero-to-many  

 subject records 

 name records 

 note records of any note type 

 instance sub-records 

 external document sub-records 

 collection management records 

 digital object records 

A resource component record may be linked to zero-to-many  

 extent sub-records 

 date sub-records 

 digital object records 

An instance sub-record must be linked to only one container record or only one digital 
object record 

Res--7: Establishing locations for containers 

The manage location function will allow users to link primary containers to shelf 
locations.   

 

Res--8: “Spawning” an Accession Record to a Resource Record 

It will be possible to spawn a new resource record from an accession record.  The 
procedure and mapping for spawning a resource record from an accession record is 
described in the accession specification.   

The following are basic properties of the spawning procedure: 

 A new resource record may be spawned from only one accession record. 

 The same accession record can be used to spawn multiple new resource records 
(should that ever be desired), as long as each new resource record is assigned a 
unique resource identifier.  Other than the identifiers, the content for each 
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resource record spawned from the same accession record will be the same per 
the specification of the spawning function.   

 The spawning procedure cannot be utilized to update an existing resource 
record.  While additional accession records, or accruals, may be linked to an 
existing resource record, the description in the resource record must be manually 
updated.   

 

 

Res--9: Rapid Data Entry Tool  

There will be a customizable Rapid Data Entry tool for creating resource component 
records.  The RDE will integrate elements from the resource component, instance, and 
container templates into a single template.  It will also support all sub-records available 
to a resource component record.   

 

Res—10: Wrap in Tag XML Editor  

A Wrap in Tag XML editor will be associated with fields in resource and resource record 
components which are permitted to have mixed content in exported EADs.   

 

Res--11: Merging Resources / Transferring Resource Components  

For one reason or another, repositories have the need to merge two or more resources 
together.  A repository may discover, for instance, that two resources share the same 
provenance and might need to be treated as a single resource.  Or a repository may 
deliberately break the resource into logical parts so that arrangement and description of 
the parts can be done in parallel.  Once arrangement and description is complete, the 
repository will then want to unite all the disparate parts into one resource description.   

The application will support this functionality in two ways.   

1: Merging two resource records 

There will be a merge function provided on the resource browse list and it will work 
similarly to the merge function on the name and subject browse list:  the user may 
merge one or more resource records into a target resource record.     
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To merge one or more resources into a target resource, the user will highlight in the 
browse list the resource records to be merged.  The user will then select the merge 
command, which will open a window listing the selected resource records and instruct 
the user to indicate the resource record that the other resource records are to be 
merged into.   

Once the source resource records to be merged to are selected, the user will indicate 
the merge may be done.  The application will notify the user that the merge cannot be 
undone and will result in the deletion of the source resource record(s).  The user will 
then have the option to confirm the merge request (YES) or cancel it (NO).   

If confirmed, all the components in the source resource record(s) will be added to the 
target resource record.  The components will maintain the hierarchy and description 
they had in the source resource record and they will be added to the bottom of the 
hierarchy in the target resource record, from where the user can then integrate them 
more fully into the target resource record using the drag and drop function.  In addition, 
the parent record for each source resource record merged will be deleted and will no 
longer appear in the browse list of resource records. 

If the merge command is canceled, the merge dialogue will close, returning the user to 
the browse list of resource records with the resource records previously selected for 
merge still highlighted.   

2: Transferring components from one resource record to another 

In an open resource record, a user will have the ability to transfer components from one 
selected resource record to the open resource record.   

The user will select the Transfer option, and the application will then open a window for 
picking a resource record, (i.e., a resource picker).  The resource record picker will 
display the title and resource ID for each resource that the user has permission to view.  
The entries in the resource picker will be sortable by either title or resource ID.  Also, 
the user should have the ability to add additional resource data elements to the 
resource picker display.  Finally, the resource picker will include a dynamic filter for 
delimiting the list of resources.   

The user will be able to select only one resource record to transfer components from.  
She should be prohibited from selecting, or highlighting, more than one resource record.  
Of course, the user can utilize the Transfer function iteratively, transferring components 
to an open resource from several source resources, but it must be done one resource at 
a time.   



 

Once the user has highlighted the resource from which components are to be 
transferred, the user will select the option to proceed.  The application will notify the 
user that the components of the source resource will be transferred to the target 
resource and that the results cannot be undone.  The user will then have the choice of 
confirming the Transfer option or canceling it.  

If the user confirms the Transfer request, the components of the source resource record 
will be transferred to the target resource record.  The transferred components will retain 
the hierarchical structure assigned to them in the source resource record and, as a 
group, they will be added to the bottom of the hierarchy already present in the target 
resource record.  At that point, the user can use the drag and drop function to integrate 
the transferred components into the arrangement of the target resource record.  Also, in 
contrast to the merge command for resources, the transfer command does not result in 
the deletion of the parent record of the source resource record; it will remain in the 
database and viewable in the browse list of resource records.   

If the user cancels the Transfer request, the resource picker window will close, returning 
the user to the open resource record from where the Transfer request was first started.   

Merging resources and transferring resource components are substantial tasks, the 
results of which cannot be undone within the application.  It is important to make the 
user aware of the finality of the merge or transfer process every time the function is 
selected.  Moreover, it is prudent to restrict this functional to a level three user or higher. 

 

Res--12:  Business rules 

1. Every archival resource (i.e., processed aggregate or item) must have a resource 
record to be represented in the database.  

2. Every resource record must have a unique Resource ID.  

3. A resource record may represent one of two types of resources: 1) an aggregation, 
or 2) an item.  

4. A resource record for an item may not have component resource records. 

5. A resource record for an aggregation may, but need not, have component resource 
records. 

6. An aggregation may have an unlimited hierarchy (unlimited depth and breadth at any 
level).  However, if a repository wishes to export EAD documents with numbered 
components, the repository is constrained by the EAD specification to 12 numbered 
levels.    
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7. A valid resource record requires: 

a. Resource identifier 

b. Level statement 

c. Title statement 

d. Language statement 

e. Publish indication (default = True) 

f. Restrictions apply indication (default = False) 

g. Extent sub-record (for total extent) 

h. Date sub-record 

8. A valid resource may, but need not, contain or link to: 

a. Container summary 

b. Bibliographic description of finding aid 

c. One or more deaccession sub-records 

d. One or more external document sub-records 

e. Additional extent sub-records (none for total extent) 

f. Additional date sub-records 

g. One or more subject records 

h. One or more name records 

i. One or more accession records 

j. One or more digital object records 

i.k. One or more collection management records 

9. A record for a component resource (subdivision, file, etc.) cannot exist in the 
database without being linked to a resource record.  

10. A valid resource component record requires 

a. Level statement 

b. Title statement or date statement 



 

11. A valid resource component record may, but need not, contain or link to: 

a. Component unique identifier 

b. Container summary 

c. One or more external document sub-records 

d. Additional extent sub-records (none for total extent) 

e. Additional date sub-records 

f. One or more subject records 

g. One or more name records 

g.h. One or more digital object records 

12. The full set of descriptive elements for aggregates resource records is available at 
any point in the hierarchy.  

13. Resource and resource component records may, but need not, link to one or more 
instances. 

14. Instance declarations must be completed with either a container record (for analog 
instances) or a digital object record (for digital instances)   

15. Location records are linked to resource and resource component records via 
container information in an instance declaration. That is, each container may be 
linked to a location in the repository, which will allow for retrieval of all relevant 
locations for a given resource.  

16. One or more resource records may be deleted via the resource browse screen, 
providing the operator has delete permissions 

17. A resource component may be deleted from within the resource hierarchy view, 
providing the operator has delete permissions.    

18. All resource components contained in (children of) a resource component will be 
deleted when a resource component is deleted .    

19. One or more resource records can be merged into a target resource record.   The 
resource component records of the source records will be added to the target 
resource record, and the parent resource records for the source records will be 
deleted. 

20. The components of one or more resource records may be transferred to a target 
resource record.  The resource component records will be added to the target 



 

resource record.  The parent resource records of the source records will remain in 
the database.   

21. The complete hierarchy of a resource record and its resource component records 
will be displayed. 

22. The resource hierarchy can be used to navigate through the resource.  Clicking on a 
node in the hierarchy will open the corresponding resource or resource component 
record in the edit window. 

23. The resource hierarchy can be modified using a drag and drop process. 

a. The order of resource component records at the same level can be modified.   

b. A resource component can be promoted in the hierarchy 

c. A resource component can be demoted in the hierarchy. 

d. A resource component that is moved will carry with it all components it 
contains.  

 

Res--13: Required task sequence 

1. Select option to create a resource record 

2. Record resource identifier 

3. Record level statement 

4. Record title statement 

5. Record date statement 

6. Record extent statement 

7. Record language 

8. Indicate Publish value (default = True) 

9. Indicate if Restrictions apply (default = False) 

 

Res--14: Optional task sequence 

1. Note sub-records (see below) 



 

2. Finding aid description 

3. Resource component records 

4. Instance sub-records 

5. Container sub-records 

6. Link additional date statements 

7. Link additional extent statements 

8. Link external document records 

9. Link name records 

10. Link subject records 

11. Link deaccession records 

12. Link collection management records 

11.13. Link digital object records 

 

Res--15: User intentions / Application response sequence 

1: Resource Parent Record D 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select option in the resource module to 
create new resource record 

 

 If creating a new resource record, 
application opens a resource record, with 
all fields blank (except those populated by 
default values).  Parent node is 
represented in the resource record 
hierarchical display.   

 If spawning a new resource from an 
accession record, the application opens a 
resource record with data inherited from 
the source accession record, and showing 



 

a link to the source accession record.  
Parent node is represented in the resource 
record hierarchical display, with title 
information inherited from source 
accession record.  

Record a unique resource ID  

 The application will indicate if the resource 
ID is not unique: 

“Resource ID is not unique.  Please enter 
a unique resource ID.”  

Record required elements, or retain / 
modify those inherited from source 
accession record: 

 Level  

 Title 

 Language 

 Publish (default = True) 

 Restrictions apply (default = False) 

 Date (one statement required) 

 Extent (one statement required)  

 

Record optional data elements: 

 Note sub-records (see below) 

 Finding aid description 

 Resource component records 

 Instance sub-records 

 Container sub-records 

 Link additional date statements 

 



 

 Link additional extent statements 

 Link external document records 

 Link name records 

 Link subject records 

 Link deaccession records 

Save resource record  

 Application will indicate the resource 
record cannot be saved and display the 
reason, typically, because the record lacks 
one of the required data elements.   

 Otherwise, application will indicate 
resource record has been saved, and new 
resource will be added to the resource 
browse list  

 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select resource record to edit in resource 
browse list 

 

 Application opens resource record with all 
previously recorded data and linked 
records 

Modify data  

Save record  

 Application will indicate the resource 
record cannot be saved and display the 
reason, typically, because the record lacks 
one of the required data elements.   

 Otherwise, application will indicate record 
has been saved.   



 

 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select resource record(s) to delete from 
list of resource records 

 

Select option to delete selected record(s)  

 The application responds: 

“Are you sure you want to delete “N” digital 
object records?” 

Yes  /  No 

Select “Yes” option  

 Selected resource record(s) are deleted 
and no longer appear in the list of 
resources 

Select “No” option  

 Application reverts to state it was at before 
delete request was initiated.   

 

2: Resource Child Record:  D 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select option in resource or resource  
component record to add a resource 
component record (child or sibling)   

 

 Application opens a resource component 
record with data fields blank (except those 
to populated by default values) . 

Application adds a blank node to the 
resource hierarchy at the selected position 



 

(sibling or child to context node) 

Record required elements: 

 Level 

 Title, or 

 Date (either one title or one date 
statement is required) 

 

Record optional data elements: 

 Note sub-records (see below) 

 Resource component records 

 Instance sub-records 

 Container sub-records 

 Link additional date statements 

 Link additional extent statements 

 Link external document records 

 Link name records 

 Link subject records 

. 

Save the resource component record  

 Application will indicate the resource 
component cannot be saved, probably 
because required values have not been 
recorded.     

 Otherwise, application will indicate 
resource component record has been 
saved and it will appear at selected 
position in the resource hierarchy.     

 

User intention (Required fields in Application response / action 



 

italics) 

Select resource component record to edit 
by clicking on the resource component 
record in the resource hierarchical display.  

 

 Application opens selected resource 
component record 

Modify resource component record as 
desired.  

 

Save resource component record  

 Application will indicate the resource 
component record cannot be saved, 
probably because required data have not 
been recorded.     

 Otherwise, application will indicate 
resource component record has been 
saved  

 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select resource component record in 
resource hierarchy and then select option 
to delete.  

 

 The application responds: 

“Are you sure you want to delete the 
selected resource component(s)?  The 
selected resource component and all 
resource components contained by it will 
be deleted.  This action cannot be 
undone!” 

Yes  /  No 

Select “Yes” option  



 

 Selected resource component(s) are 
deleted and no longer appear in the 
resource hierarchy.  

Select “No” option  

 Application reverts to state it was at before 
delete request was initiated.   

 

 

3: Note Sub-record: 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select option in resource or resource 
component record to add a note  

 

 Application opens pull down list of 
available note types   

Select the note type to be added  

 Application opens a note record template, 
with the note type selected indicated. 

Record a label for the note.  (If label is not 
recorded, note type will be used as the 
label where needed.)    

 

Record the text of the note.    

Save the note sub-record  

 Application will indicate the note sub-
record cannot be saved, probably because 
the note text has not been recorded.     

 Otherwise, application will indicate note 
sub-record has been saved, and note sub-
record will be listed in note display area for 
resource or resource component record to 



 

which note sub-record was added.     

 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select note sub-record to edit in list of 
notes for resource or resource object 
component record 

 

 Application opens selected note sub-
record 

Modify note label or note text as desired.   

Save note sub-record  

 Application will indicate the note sub-
record cannot be saved, probably because 
the note text has not been recorded.     

 Otherwise, application will indicate note 
record has been saved  

 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select one or more notes in list of notes in 
resource or resource object component 
record to delete.  

 

Select option to delete selected note sub-
record(s) 

 

 The application responds: 

“Are you sure you want to delete the 
selected note(s)?” 

Yes  /  No 

Select “Yes” option  



 

 Selected note(s) are deleted and no longer 
appear in the list of notes for resource or 
resource component record.  

Select “No” option  

 Application reverts to state it was at before 
delete request was initiated.   

 

 

4: Instance Sub-Record 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select option in resource or resource 
component record to add an instance sub-
record  

 

 Application opens picker for the instance 
record   

Select the instance type  

Record a use statement for the digital file    Application will either open a container 
record (for an analogue instance type) or a 
digital object record (for a digital object 
instance) 

Complete a valid container record or a 
valid digital object record   

 

Save the valid container record or digital 
object record 

 

 Application will indicate the container or 
digital object record cannot be saved, 
probably because required data values 
have not been recorded.        

 Otherwise, application will indicate 
container record or digital object record 



 

has been saved.  Application will revert to 
resource or resource component record 
and instance will be listed in instance 
pane. List will indicate instance type and 
container identifier for analog instances 
and URI identifier for digital object 
instances.      

 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select in the instance pane in the resource 
or resource component record  the 
instance sub-record to edit  

 

 Application opens associated container 
sub-record for an analog instance or 
associated digital object record for a digital 
instance 

Modify container record or digital object 
record as desired 

 

Save the edited container or digital object 
record 

 

 Application will indicate the container or 
digital object record cannot be saved, 
probably because required data values 
have not been recorded.     

 Otherwise, application will indicate 
container record or digital object record 
has been saved.  Container or file 
identifiers will be updated in instance list, if 
they were modified in container or digital 
object record.   

Note:  it is not possible to change the 
instance type.   

 



 

User intention (Required fields in 
italics) 

Application response / action 

Select one or more instances in the list of 
instances in the resource or resource 
component record to delete.  

 

 The application responds: 

“Are you sure you want to delete the 
selected instance(s)?” 

Yes  /  No 

Select “Yes” option  

 Selected instance(s) are deleted and no 
longer appear in the list of instance(s) for 
the resource or resource component 
record.  

Note:  for analog instances, the associated 
container record is deleted also, whereas 
for digital instances, the link to the digital 
object record is deleted but the digital 
object record is maintained (and becomes 
linkable to a different resource context).   

Select “No” option  

 Application reverts to state it was at before 
delete request was initiated.   

 



 

Res--16: Date data elements 

1: Resource Basic Description and Finding Aid Description 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required 

resourceIdentifier1  String <120   

resourceIdentifier2  String <210   

resourceIdentifier3  String <210   

resourceIdentifier4  String <210   

     

resourceLevel For indicating the hierarchical level 
of the material(s) being described.  
Values are prescribed by the EAD 
schema.   

Non-config pull down  class 

 collection 

 file 

 fonds 

 item 

 otherlevel 

 recordgrp 

 series 

 subfonds 

 subgrp 

 subseries 

Yes 



 

     

resourceOtherLevel For expressing the type of 
otherlevel, if “otherlevel” is the value 
selected for Level. 

This field should only be operable 
when “otherlevel” is the value for 
Level.   

String   

     

resourceTitle The title of the resource, e.g., John 
Marshall letters 

String  Yes 

     

resourceLanguage The language term and code that 
represents the predominant 
language of the resource being 
described 

Non-config pull down Use values from MARC list of 
languages – ISO 639-2 
(http://www.loc.gov/standards/
codelists/languages.xml)  

Yes 

     

resourceContainerSummary For recording the number and type 
of containers comprising a resource 
description. This is considered a 
textual summary and not identical 
with the extent subrecords. 

String   

     

resourcePublish For indicating if the description is to 
be delivered to a public access 
system 

Boolean True Yes 



 

     

resourceRestrictionsApply For indicating if the material(s) 
described are restricted in any way 

Boolean False Yes 

     

resourceRepositoryProcessin
gNote 

An in screen field for recording 
information about processing of the 
material(s).  This note is not 
included in any exports or reports, 
and is not populated by imports 

String   

     

resourceEADID The identifier for the EAD generated 
from the resource description, 
typically a file name.  Needs to be 
unique within the repository context 

String   

     

resourceEADLocation The location for the EAD generated 
from the resource description, either 
a web URL or a file directory 
statement. The location typically 
terminates with the value for 
resourceEADID 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidTitle The title (bibliographic) for the 
finding aid 

String   

     



 

resourceFindingAidFilingTitle The title for the finding aid, in a 
format for onsite listing, e.g., 
Marshall, John (Letters).  Input 
should be guided by best practices 
for targeted access system.   

String   

resourceFindingAidDate The date expression for when  the 
current finding aid was generated 
from the resource description 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidAuthor For recording name(s) of person(s) 
responsible for creating the finding 
aid. 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidDescriptio
nRules 

For indicating the descriptive rules 
used to guide description of the 
resource 

Config pull-down  Anglo-American 
Cataloguing Rules (aacr) 

 Cataloging Cultural 
Objects (cco) 

 Describing Archives: A 
Content Standard (dacs) 

 Rules for Archival 
Description (rad) 

 International Standard for 
Archival Description – 
General (isadg) 

 

     



 

resourceFindingAidLanguage
s 

For indicating all the languages 
present in the finding aid generated 
from the resource description 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidSponsor For indicating any sponsors that 
contributed to the description of the 
finding aid. 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidEditionSta
tement 

For recording information about the 
edition of the finding aid 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidSeriesStat
ement 

For indicating any bibliographic 
series to which the finding aid 
belongs 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidRevisionD
ate 

For recording the date the finding 
aid was last revised 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidRevisionD
esc 

A description of the last revision(s) 
done to the finding aid 

String   

     

resourceFindingAidStatus For indicating the status of the 
finding aid 

Config pull-down  Completed 

 In_process 

 



 

 Under_revision 

 Unprocessed 

     

resourceFindingAidNote For recording any additional 
information about the finding aid not 
covered by the other finding aid 
data elements 

String   

     

resourceCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

resourceRecordLastModifiedT
imestamp 

 Timestamp  Yes 

     

resourceRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

resourceRecordLastModified
Staff 

 String  Yes 

 

2: Resource Components 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required

resourceComponentLevel For indicating the hierarchical level of the material(s) 
being described.  Values are prescribed by the EAD 

Non-config 
pull down 

 class Yes 



 

schema.    collection 

 file 

 fonds 

 item 

 otherlevel 

 recordgrp 

 series 

 subfonds 

 subgrp 

 subseries 

     

resourceComponentOtherLev
el 

For expressing the type of otherlevel, if “otherlevel” is 
the value selected for Level. 

This field should only be operable when “otherlevel” is 
the value for Level.   

String   

     

resourceComponentUniqueID For expressing a unique ID, within the context of the 
resource description, for the component part, e.g., 
Series 1; Subseries A, etc. 

String   

     

resourceComponentPersisten An automatically provided and updatable reference Numeric  Yes, for each 
resource 



 

tID ID, which can be used as a target for linking, etc.  component in 
a resource 
descirption 

     

resourceComponentTitle A title for the component part String  Yes, unless 
date is used 

     

resourceComponentLanguag
e 

The language term and code represented in the 
material(s) described 

Non-config 
pull-down 

Use the list of languages 
provided above for the 
element resourceLanguage 

 

     

resourceComponentContainer
Summary 

For recording the number and type of containers 
comprising a resource  component description 

String   

     

resourceComponentPublish For indicating if the component description is to be 
delivered to a public access system 

Boolean True Yes 

     

resourceComponentRestrictio
nsApply 

For indicating if the material(s) described are 
restricted in any way 

Boolean False Yes 

     

resourceComponentRepositor
yProcessingNote 

An in screen field for recording information about 
processing of the material(s).  This note is not 
included in any exports or reports, and is not 
populated by imports 

String   



 

     

resourceComponentCreatedT
imestamp 

 Timestamp  Yes 

     

resourceComponentRecordLa
stModifiedTimestamp 

 Timestamp  Yes 

     

resourceComponentRecordCr
eatedStaff 

 String  Yes 

     

resourceComponentRecordLa
stModifiedStaff 

 String  Yes 

 

 

3: Instances / Containers 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required 

resourceInstanceType A designation of the manifestation for the described 
materials.  The instance designation is optional, but 
required to open and complete a container record for 
the material described.  

Config pull 
down, except 
“Digital object” 
and “Digital 
object link” 
cannot be 
changed 

 Audio 

 Books 

 Computer disks / 
tapes 

 Digital object* 

 



 

 Digital object link* 

 Graphic Materials 

 Maps 

 Microform 

 Mixed materials 

 Moving images 

 Realia  

 Text 

     

resourceInstanceLabel A display of the instance type and first container 
information in the instance display list (e.g., “Mixed 
materials | Box 1 / Folder A”) 

   

     

resourceContainer1Type The type of the primary container in which the 
described material is housed.  

Config pull 
down 

 Box 

 Carton 

 Case 

 Folder 

 Object 

 Reel 

Yes, if 
resourceInsta
nceType is 
used and 
resourceCont
ainer1barcode 
is not used 



 

 Volume 

     

resourceContainer1Indicator An alphanumeric expression for indicating the place 
of a container in a sequence of containers 

String  Yes, if 
resourceCont
ainer1Type is 
used 

     

resourceContainer1barcode A barcode for identifying the primary container.  May 
be used instead of or in supplement to the 
resourceContainer1Type  

  Yes, if 
resourceInsta
nceType is 
used and 
resourceCont
ainer1Type is 
not used 

     

resourceContainer2Type The type of the secondary container in which the 
described material is housed and which is housed 
inside the primary container 

Config pull 
down 

 Folder 

 Frame 

 Object 

 Page 

 Reel 

 Volume 

 

     

resourceContainer2Indicator An alphanumeric expression for indicating the place 
of a container in a sequence of containers 

String   



 

     

resourceContainer3Type The type of the tertiary container in which the 
described material is housed and  which is contained 
within the secondary container 

Config pull 
down 

 Frame 

 Object 

 Page 

 

     

resourceContainer3Indicator An alphanumeric expression for indicating the place 
of a container in a sequence of containers 

String   

     

resourceContainer 
CreatedTimestamp 

 Timestamp  Yes 

     

resourceContainer 
LastModifiedTimestamp 

 Timestamp  Yes 

     

resourceContainer 
CreatedStaff 

 String  Yes 

     

resourceContainer 
LastModifiedStaff 

 String  Yes 

 

 

3a: Basic Notes 



 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required 

noteType The type of note for the content.  
Note types are used for guiding 
export of note contents to certain 
elements in specific data formats 

Non-config pull 
down 

1. Abstract* 
2. Accruals 
3. Appraisal 
4. Arrangement 
5. Bibliography 
6. Biographical / Historical  
7. Conditions Governing 

Access 
8. Conditions Governing 

Use 
9. Custodial History 
10. Dimensions 
11. Existence and Location of 

Copies 
12. Existence and Location of 

Originals 
13. File Plan 
14. General 
15. General Physical 

Description* 
16. Immediate Source of 

Acquisition 
17. Index 
18. Language of Materials* 
19. Legal Status 
20. Location* 
21. Materials Specific Details* 
22. Other Finding Aids 
23. Physical Characteristics 

and Technical 
Requirements 

24. Physical Facet* 
25. Preferred Citation 
26. Processing Information 
27. Related Archival Materials
28. Scope and Contents 
29. Separated Materials 

(*Not enabled for multi-

Yes 



 

part structure.) 

 
     

noteLabel A label for the specific note.  If a 
label is not use the note type will be 
used as the label wherever required 

String   

     

noteContent The content of the note.   String  Yes 

     

notePublish For indicating if the note is to be 
published or not 

Boolean True Yes 

     

notePersistentID An automatically provided and 
updatable reference id, which can 
be used as a target for linking etc.  

The ID is unique within the context 
of the resource.   

Numeric  Yes, for each 
note linked to 
a resource or 
resource 
component 
record 

     

noteMultiPart For indicating if the note is multi-
part (structured content). If the note 
is indicated to be multi-part, the 
multi-part  note tool will be engaged   

Boolean False Yes 

  .   

notePartType For indicating the type of the note Non-config pull  Chronology  



 

part in a certain note and for 
invoking the appropriate template 
for the note part.  Each note may 
contain multiple instances of each 
part type. 

A simple note always has one part 
and the note part type is “Text”.   

down  List: Defined 

 List: Ordered 

 Text 

     

noteSequence A value assigned to each part of the 
note for indicating the prescribed 
sequence of the parts of the notes.  
The user indicates the sequence of 
the parts by using the drag and 
drop function.  When a note is 
saved,  the sequence values are  
automatically assigned / updated.  

A simple note always has one part. 
It’s noteSequence value is always 
“1” 

Numeric 1 Yes 

     

noteCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

noteRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

noteRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 



 

     

noteRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

 

 

3b: Bibliography Note 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required 

Bibliography     

bibliographyNoteTitle An element for recording a 
specific label, or title, for the 
bibliography.   

If a value is not recorded, the 
note type (Bibliography) will be 
used in its place.   

String   

     

bibliographyNoteContent A element for recording a 
description or summary of the 
bibliography.   

String   

     

bibliographyNotePublish For indicating if the bibliography  
is to be published or not 

Boolean True Yes 

     

bibliographyNotePersistentID An automatically provided and 
updatable reference id, which 
can be used as a target for 

Numeric  Yes, for each 
bibliography 
note linked to 



 

linking etc.  

The ID is unique within the 
context of the resource.   

a resource or 
resource 
component 
record 

     

bibliographyNoteSequence For indicating the position of a 
bibliography in a group of notes 
linked to the same node 

Numeric  Yes 

     

bibliographyNoteCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

bibliographyNoteRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

bibliographyNoteRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

bibliographyNoteRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

     

Bibliography Item     

bibliographyNoteItem The content of each entry in the 
bibliography. 

At least one is required for any 
bibliography note.   

String  Yes 



 

     

bibliographyNoteItemSequence The sequence position for each 
bibliography item in a group of 
bibliography items.   

Numeric  Yes 

     

bibliographyNoteItemCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

bibliographyNoteItemRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

bibliographyNoteItemRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

bibliographyNoteItemRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

 

 

3c: Index note 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required 

Index     

indexNoteTitle An element for recording a specific 
label, or title, for the index.   

If a value is not recorded, the note 
type (Index) will be used in its 

String   



 

place.   

     

indexNoteContent A element for recording a 
description or summary of the 
index.   

String   

     

indexNotePublish For indicating if the index  is to be 
published or not 

Boolean True Yes 

     

indexNotePersistentID An automatically provided and 
updatable reference id, which can 
be used as a target for linking etc.  

The ID is unique within the context 
of the resource.   

Numeric  Yes, for each 
index note 
linked to a 
resource or 
resource 
component 
record 

     

indexNoteSequence For indicating the position of a 
index in a group of notes linked to 
the same node 

Numeric  Yes 

     

indexNoteCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

indexNoteRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 



 

     

indexNoteRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

indexNoteRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

     

Index Item     

indexNoteItem The content of each entry in the 
bibliography. 

At least one is required for any 
bibliography note.   

String  Yes 

     

indexNoteItemType  Non-config 
pull down 

 Corporate_name 

 Family_name 

 Function 

 Genre_form 

 Geographic_name 

 Name 

 Occupation 

 Personal_name 

 Subject 

Yes, for each 
item 



 

 Title 

     

indexNoteItemReference The target for the index item Non-config 
pull down of 
available 
targets 
(Persistent 
IDs) in the 
resource 
description 

  

     

indexNoteItemReferenceText A description for the reference, if 
warranted 

String   

     

indexNoteItemSequence The sequence position for an 
index item among a group of index 
items for the same index 

Numeric  Yes 

     

indexNoteItemCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

indexNoteItemRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

indexNoteItemRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     



 

indexNoteItemRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

 

 

3d: Chronology List / Note Part 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required 

Chronology List     

chronologyNoteTitle An element for recording a 
specific label, or title, for the 
chronology note part.   

If a value is not recorded, the 
note type (Chronology) will be 
used in its place.   

String   

     

chronologyNoteContent A element for recording a 
description or summary of the 
chronology.   

String   

     

chronologyNoteSequence For indicating the position of a 
chronology note part in a group 
of note parts for a certain note 

Numeric  Yes 

     

chronologyNoteCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 



 

     

chronologyNoteRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

chronologyNoteRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

chronologyNoteRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

     

Chronology Item     

chronologyNoteItem A chronology item in a 
chronology, typically a date 
expression of some sort   

String  Yes 

     

chronologyNoteItemSequence The sequence position for each 
chronology item in a group  of 
chronology items for a 
chronology list.   

Numeric  Yes, for each 
chronology 
note item 

     

chronologyNoteItemEvent A description of an event 
corresponding to the chronology 
date item. 

There can be zero-to-many 
events for any one date item.   

String   

     



 

chronologyNoteItemEventSequence The sequence position for each 
chronology note event for a 
given chronology note item / 
date in a chronology list.   

  Yes, for each 
chronology 
note event 

     

chronologyNoteItemCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

chronologyNoteItemRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

chronologyNoteItemRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

chronologyNoteItemRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

 

 

3e:  Ordered list note part 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required 

Ordered List     

orderedListNoteTitle An element for recording a 
specific label, or title, for the 
ordered list note part.   

If a value is not recorded, the 
note type (List) will be used in its 

String   



 

place.   

     

orderedListNoteNumeration An attribute for indicating the 
type of numeration to be applied 
to the note items 

Non-config 
pull down 

 arabic 

 loweralpha 

 upperalpha 

 lowerroman 

 upperromman 

 null 

Yes 

     

orderedListNoteContent An element for recording a 
description or summary of the 
ordered list note part.    

String   

     

orderedListNoteSequence For indicating the position of a 
ordered list note part in a group 
of note parts for a certain note 

Numeric  Yes 

     

orderedListNoteCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

orderedListNoteRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     



 

orderedListNoteRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

orderedListNoteRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

     

Ordered List Item     

orderedListNoteItem An ordered list item in a ordered 
list, typically a date expression 
of some sort   

String  Yes 

     

orderedListNoteItemSequence The sequence position for each 
ordered list item in a group of 
ordered list items for a ordered 
list.   

Numeric  Yes, for each 
item in the 
ordered list 

     

orderedListNoteItemCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

orderedListNoteItemRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

orderedListNoteItemRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

orderedListNoteItemRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

 



 

 

3f:  Defined List Note Part 

Element  Definition Type Default Values Required 

Defined List Note Part     

definedListNoteTitle An element for recording a 
specific label, or title, for the 
defined list note part.   

If a value is not recorded, the 
note type (List) will be used in its 
place.   

String   

     

definedListNoteContent A element for recording a 
description or summary of the 
defined list.   

String   

     

definedListNoteSequence For indicating the position of a 
defined list note part in a group 
of note parts for a certain note 

Numeric  Yes 

     

definedListNoteCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

definedListNoteRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     



 

definedListNoteRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

definedListNoteRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 

     

Defined List Item     

definedListNoteItemLabel A text string that either 
contextualizes or is explained by 
the content in the defined list 
note item.  

String  Yes 

     

definedListNoteItem A defined list item in a defined 
list   

String  Yes 

     

definedListNoteItemSequence The sequence position for each 
defined list tem in a group  of 
defined list items for a defined 
list.   

Numeric  Yes, for each 
defined list 
note item 

     

chronologyNoteItemEvent A description of an event 
corresponding to the chronology 
date item. 

There can be zero-to-many 
events for any one date item.   

String   

     



 

chronologyNoteItemEventSequence The sequence position for each 
defined list item for a given 
defined list note part.   

  Yes, for each 
defined list 
item 

     

definedListNoteItemCreatedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

definedListNoteItemRecordLastModifiedTimestamp  Timestamp  Yes 

     

definedListNoteItemRecordCreatedStaff  String  Yes 

     

definedListNoteItemRecordLastModifiedStaff  String  Yes 



 

Res--17: Imports 

Resource descriptions can be imported by the following pathways: 

 EAD record(s) (compliant with DTD or schema), in single or batch 

 MARCXML record(s), in single or batch.  (To support batch import of MARCXML, 
we will need to devise a method for operators to indicate the location of the 
resource ID in the MARCXML records to be imported.) 

Importing of resource records will conclude with a log or report of the import results.  
The log will indicate, at least:  

 Number of resource records imported 

 Flag any resource records imported that are not valid 

 Itemize any resource records that failed to import and indicate the reason why 

 Indicate all additions made to lookup lists as a result of the import actions 

Import maps will be constructed after the base data model is completed. 

 

Res--18: Exports 

The following exports products will be supported: 

 EAD (schema compliant), in single and batch 

 MARCXML (for resource parent record only), in single and batch 

 Container labels for a specified resource 

 

Export Dialog box:   

Each export action should be completed with an export log, indicating the number and 
type of exports (e.g., 10 EADs) and the time it took to complete the process.   

Export maps will be constructed after the base data model is completed. 

Res--19: Reports 

The following reports will be supplied as part of the resource module: 



 

 Finding  aid in HTML format 

 Finding aid in PDF format 

 Resource record(s) 

 Resource(s) restricted 

 Resource(s) with location(s) 

 Resource(s) with name(s) linked as creator 

 Resource(s) with name(s) linked as source 

 Resource(s) with name(s) linked as subject(s) and with linked subject(s) 

 Resource browse list 

 Resource(s) with deaccession(s) 

Report definitions will be completed after the base data model is completed. 


